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September 17 Friedrichshafen Report. By intrepid travellers: Jim,Richard,Martyn,Dave
September 24 Hamfest Preparations—crossing the “T”s and dotting the “I”s.
September 28 (Sunday) It’s here again:- “ TELFORD HAMFEST “ #3. Work also
Saturday evening setting up tables, signposts, car park etc etc
October 1

Open House / Committee Meeting: @ THE HUNTSMAN

October 8

Hamfest Debrief and ideas forum

October 15

Hints and Tips. Members talk about their favourite ideas and methods.

October 22

The Enginuity Museum Project.. Draft presentations at the ready …….

October 29

Videos with refreshments.

November 5

Open House—Committee—and On the Air—at LW Village Hall

November 12 New Project Launch. What will it be this time round ?
November 19 Surplus equipment table-top sale. M/C Jim G8UGL
November 26 Skills evening—further details to follow.
December 3

Social Evening & Committee at The Huntsman.

December 10 Mince pies & Mulled Wine, with Derek’s follies at Club QTH
December 17 Annual Christmas Dinner @ The Huntsman. Menu next Newsletter.
December 24 and 31. HQ closed. Net 144.6 MHz +/- at 09:30 am (worth a try this early !)
January 7 2009
First-in-the-Month usual at LW Village Hall.

Editorial
The third Telford Hamfest comes up very, very shortly. Phone lines are
buzzing; last panic measures; lists; what have we forgotten?; and so on.
Thankfully, the vast majority of Club Members (and some family and nonmembers too….) are very willing to do their bit for our Society. Without this
support, the event would not happen. For readers who have not been a
member of TDARS until more recently, our first Telford Radio Rally took
place a long, long time ago—1978.
Looking at the very first 8 page Programme handout, I see we then held
TDARS meetings at The Phoenix School in Dawley (hence our present
Society Logo) and Salop ARS met at the Albert Hotel in Smithfield Road,
Shrewsbury. We had co-chairmen to lead the organising committee, one
from TDARS and one from SARS. Our Chairman at that time was Adrian
G8FSV. The Rally featured a police dogs demo, horse and trap rides, a kiddies play castle, fire brigade vehicle, T.A. display and varied amusements
provided by the Lions Club. The handout also featured no less than 7 advertisements and listed 41 stands at the time of printing. The adverts included
Amateur Electronics UK of Alum Rock Road (B’ham), Telford Taxis,
Campbell Electronics, Alan McCartney colour TV services and others. The
event took place in the Telford Shopping Centre and nearby car-parking
areas, with the exhibitors set up along the centre aisles of the Malls.
Up until 2005, it was jointly organised by TDARS and the Salop ARS, but
that year, things went pear shaped and costs almost exceeded income.
We down-sized, but didn’t down-grade, feeling also it was vital not to miss a
year, but ensure continuity. So the first Telford Hamfest took place in 2006.
So, here we are at Enginuity in Coalbrookdale for the third consecutive year.
Please use any means you have to publicise the event—at work, in the
social club or pub, over the air, friends and relatives etc. A flier has been
produced to inform local people too, which we hope will be widely distributed
by Members. One company has badly let us down this year—Practical
Wireless. They failed to list the HamFest in their monthly publication, despite
repeated contact from Mike ‘JKX and myself, and despite a firm commitment
from the Editor, Rob Mannion. Their non-appearance last year has still not
been satisfactorily explained, and correspondence has been intermittent
from their end. I shall not be renewing my subscription with this particular
magazine when it’s next due.
MIV
~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~
TDARS Loan Service
REMINDER: Paid up Members are welcome to borrow items of Club Equipment, so long
as they’re returned the following week and the usual “signing out” process is followed
strictly. That’s a privilege of TDARS Membership. If you can’t return it on time, please
find someone else who can, or don’t borrow it that week!

QTC? News & Information
Someone commented that the photos in the last Newsletter , of which there
were about 36, were too small in some cases to really be viewable in the printed version.
This is fair comment—and there are far fewer this time. However, one way round this problem is to view the Newsletter via the TDARS website (www.TDARS.org) and then zoom in
until the photo is a suitable size. It’s remarkable how good the Adobe .pdf files and graphics are even when zoomed to say 200% viewing size or more via our website. The text is
more readable too, to those of us who use reading glasses !
FOR SALE: Kenwood TS50 HF Base/Mobile TX/RX £230. MFJ
993 Inteli Tuner ATU £140. 2 metre 8 ele yagi, 70cm 13 ele yagi—
any offers considered. Eddystone EC10 Offers. Netgear wireless
router DG834G £30. BT voyager wireless 2110 router £30.
Contact ………..Don Sunderland M0FHM 01743 873815.
dons@donsun.me.uk
For those who’ve followed our researches into the background of Marconi
stations in the UK, Peter M1FGN, has come across another article by Bill Barret in The
Post. It makes interesting reading, and focuses particularly on the tests undertaken by
Marconi and his assistant Kemp from Lavernock Point in south Wales to Flatholm Island in
the Bristol Channel around 1897. Ask Peter if you want to see the full article.
Although the Ironbridge Gorge Museum Trust has authorised TDARS to put up
a permanent wire doublet antenna at Enginuity in Coalbrookdale, the actual logistics of
installation seem to elude us. A ‘cherry picker’ needs to be used, and this seems to be the
stumbling block at present, even though one is parked at the site. Watch this space ….
A new heavy-duty loft ladder has now been purchased to replace the current
rather flimsy affair that lets us gain access to the loft area of our club premises. Once the
swap has been authorised by the Village Hall committee, it will be installed, and should
make us all feel a bit safer ‘Going Upstairs’.
A third club tent has been purchased by TDARS. It’s intended mainly to be
used on Field Days as a food and recreational tent. It’s smaller than the other two tents
purchased in recent times, and could also be used as a compact operating tent. At £30 it
was quite a snip. One tent that suffered damage in the stormy weather of this year’s VHF
NFD has now been repaired. Arising from this, it has been mentioned that careful guying,
at the correct angle, is important when using these newer type tents. The guys should be
IN LINE with the carbon fibre frame rods, not at 45 deg. as in the older frame type tents.
The new TDARS tee and sweat shirts ordered recently have now arrived.
Please contact Eric M0KZB if you ordered one.
The TDARS vs SARS inter-club quiz held in Shrewsbury was not very well
supported by our membership. The result was close, but Salop won on the night, and we
were awarded the order of the wooden spoon. Thanks Salop club for organising it !
Recently new and renewed TDARS Members 2E1HTU, G0VXG,
G0WQH,G4NKC, M6RLB, John Alexander, Peter Westwell. (As at 16 Sept.). Total 36.

The visiting speaker, Prof. Ian Morrison, gave a fascinating illustrated talk
to Club Members about Jodrell Bank during August. Ian has worked there since 1965,
and is one of its longest serving employees. Early work covered H2S radar together with
research into many aspects of astronomy and meteors. It was a 218ft. diameter dish that
studied the galaxy of Andromoda in the early days. The MOD also was greatly interested
and became involved in various secret projects, alongside the civilian research. For example, Fylindales is usually credited with the original “Early Warning” (missile) system, but
actually Jodrell Bank was heavily involved in tracking systems too. As a result, the Mk 1
dish (1957) was soon enhanced with MOD funding. The tracking of the first Russian Sputnik probably ensured the long term continuation of J.B. It also got heavily involved with
various American space projects, such as Pioneer, Lunar 9 and Beagle II (2003). The dish
detected stars as far away as 2 000 million light years away, and other objects known as
quasi stellar objects and has identified about 2000 pulsars.
In 1972, a new precision surface replaced the original—the Mk IA. This greatly increased
the gain and precision of the dish. The pre-amplifier for receive is cooled to near-absolute
zero (10 deg. K.). Currently it’s the third largest radio telescope in the world, and its particularly noted for its work researching pulsars. Along with 5 other telescopes on earth, a
telescope the equivalent of 200 Km diameter is being developed—this is the Merlin
project, with a resolution as good as that of Hubble. The fast transfer of data (~30 GBytes
per second) has made this possible, frequently using fibre optics.
Other findings and investigations include dating the origins of the universe (~13.6 billion
years—well actually 13.6 billion and a month, as the talk took place in August …..). The
make-up of the expanding universe—a few per cent ‘normal’ matter, 23% dark matter and
73% dark energy.
All in all, a mind blowing talk, superbly presented. The general opinion was that we should
seek out speakers of Ian Morrison’s eminence once or twice a year. Any ideas for the
next guest speaker to TDARS ?
Several members brought along examples for a TDARS “Nostalgia Night”.
Jim ‘UGL showed a BC221 and early Marconi Wavemeter, Tony ‘TAW had a selection of
older broadcast sets, some with bakelite cases and the odd dead spider still inside. Tony
recommends that you check an older set carefully, especially the electrolytic capacitors,
before applying volts….sounds like good advice. Don ‘FHM had an ancient crystal set, and
noted that BBC Radio 1,2, 3 etc replaced the old Light Programme and Home Service
about 40 years ago. Dave ‘EIX collects countless old radio magazines, and brought along
a 1945 Wireless World, a F.J. Camm Shortwave manual and a Taylor meter to measure
audio amplitude. Richard ‘VXG aired 3 old radios—a 1935 version with moving iron Loudspeaker, a 1955 ‘portable’ (valve) radio with a frame aerial, priced at £8 8s 6d, and a
wizard 1965 Japanese ‘tranny’ radio, which features 6 transistors.
A night worth repeating—what have you got hidden away ?
Another enjoyable evening was spent building 1296MHz beam antennas.
Martyn ‘UKV provided most materials and the challenge of the night, which was to create
the strongest RF field possible, mainly using wire clothes-hangers, garden canes and
sticky tape. There were 5 teams participating, and a VHF Handbook design for an 8 element yagi was available as one option. Three of these were made by M0ECM/M0EMM,
M0TAW/G0VXG and G8UPF. M1RKH/M3YDE decided to go for a helical design, with a
wire maze for a reflector element, whilst G3UKV went for a 5 ele quad design. The RF
source came from a quad band hand-held rig (1 watt), and the field strength was measured using a dipole to an RF wavemeter made for the 1296MHz band. The winner on the
night was Kevin G8UPF, who also made the neatest appearance antenna. His drink in the
Huntsman afterwards was his prize (probably just as well ……….Ed) Photos >>>>>

Left: RF source (23cm handheld + dipole) and
measuring equipment (Dipole & wavemeter plus
diode + DC testmeter). The driven element was
identical for each antenna tested.

Kevin’s winning 8 element Yagi (the ‘missing’ driven
element was added in by the dipole attached to the
23cm handheld TX as shown on the left hand photo)

Richard & Martyn’s quirky helical
antenna . Clothes hangers like you’ve
never seen ‘em before.

…… 3 yagis, 1 quad, 1 helical
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Committee: Richard M1RKH;Mike G4NKC;Simon G0UFE;Chris M0ECM;
Martin M3UWB; Tony M0TAW;
Trophies/Certs: G3UKV, M1RKH. QSL Manager David M0EMM
Assistant Curator: Richard G0VXG (01952 883671)
TELFORD & DISTRICT AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY. MEETINGS EVERY WEDNESDAY AT
LITTLE WENLOCK VILLAGE HALL UNLESS INDICATED OTHERWISE ON THE FRONT
PAGE PROGRAMME. ROOM BOOKED FROM 7PM - 10PM. MEETINGS
USUALLY COMMENCE AT 8PM

The Modern English Dictionary
Sent in by Derek G0EYX

Every year new words enter the dictionary reflecting changes in the use
of our language.
Here are some new offerings by MIKE BARFIELD of Private Eye Magazine.
Ad nauseum – Sick of adverts.
Amalgamation – A gathering of dentists.
Baby monitor – The modern child’s introduction to surveillance society.
Bitter end – The all-conquering onward march of lager.
Blow-up doll – Attractive suicide bomber.
Boomerang – Eco friendly toy: impossible to throw away.
Call-out charge – Money paid to plumber for privilege of offering work.
Carcinogenic – Property of anything drunk, eaten, or inhaled that is
pleasurable.
Cash – Outmoded currency kept alive solely for the convenience of builders.
Caveat emptor – Latin phrase translating roughly as ‘Beware of binmen’.
Chastity belt – The area of land surrounding a nunnery.
Valentine’s Day – Occasion each year when men send their loved-ones
flowers-and sometimes their wives get them, too.
Wheelie-bin – Rodent meals on wheels.
Windbreak – A few days’ respite from the Atkins diet.
X – 1) An old film classification certificate, now roughly equivalent to today’s PG
2) A kiss.
XX – Two kisses.
XXXX – Lager
XXXXX – Pools’ coupon.
XXXXXL – Average American clothing size.
Zero-tolerance – The strange ability of Tynesiders to not notice the cold
Zimmer – Old persons frame of reference.

~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~
Over the same weekend as our Telford Hamfest, a large local event has been organised—the fourth
“Ironbridge Gorge Heritage Weekend”. A range of events have been planned (see page 19 of the
current Telford & Wrekin Council Newspaper—’Insight’). As a result of this and a VIP reception on Friday at Enginuity, we can expect many extra visitors on Sunday. This may help attendance, but will
almost certainly attract many extra vehicles into the Gorge area, possibly creating problems for us.
Please let the Committee know if you have any relevant inside information about previous Heritage
weekends to help us foresee any difficulties that could arise at our HamFest event.

~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~
Thanks to G3JKX,G0GAL,G0EYX and M1FGN for input for this Newsletter.
Items for issue 232 by early November—PLEASE !

SWITCHABLE 41dB ATTENUATOR (in 1dB steps)
Following my last piece on attenuators, someone approached me about the switchable one
I used on our last fox hunt. My home-made version utilises the diagram above that appears
in the RSGB’s Communication Handbook. Read the article therein to really appreciate its
usefulness.
The screened box and its 5 partitions are made of thin double-sided PCB, as are the two
lids. The end compartments must be made a little larger than the others to allow for the
sockets. Drill each partition with a small hole in the appropriate place to take the very short
(insulated) connection from one slide switch to the next. Use large slide switches because,
strangely, these have less self-capacitance than the smaller ones. The first job is to cut the
lids to the same size and make the slots for the 6 switch sliders to poke out from the box.
You will need to mark these slots out carefully and then drill small holes in the waste area
before attacking these with a small square file until you can get the end of a larger one in to
make the slots the right size. This is a tedious job but well worth it in the end.
I used ¼ watt resistors, as my box is small, but these limit the power you can put through so
really this gadget is for Rx use only. You will need two each of 910, 470, 300, 200, 100 & 68
ohms and one each of 6.2, 12, 18, 33, 75, 270 ohms. Solder these onto the switch tags now
and mark each switch carefully so that you get them in the correct order in the box. I
screwed my switches on but it might be neater to solder them straight onto the PCB.
Now solder in the pre-drilled partitions between the mounted switches. Wire up the interconnecting wires before you solder on the side pieces followed by the end pieces with the
sockets already mounted. Only use the 4 fixing hole, 50ohm flange mounted BNC sockets.
Those with the one large fixing nut are to be avoided like the plague. They come undone far
too easily and it is a pain to have to take the lid off to tighten them up again each time; I
know!
Lastly, ensure that all the copper edges are soldered to each other throughout. You don’t
want any signal leakage through the gaps.
I mounted my bottom lid by soldering 6 x 4BA brass nuts round the edge of the box with
corresponding holes in the lid, fixed on with small 4BA bolts. A purist would solder the
bottom lid on, to make it really RF tight, but it’s such a pain if you want to take it off again.
The last job is to label each switch with its dB value. This box will last for ever…….if you
take care not to put too much power through the thing. Enjoy.
Vy 73 Mike G3JKX

Extract from Information Pack available from Eric Howells G0GAL,
Secretary of Shropshire County RAYNET.

